
SpiceandCosy 

Lemon Elderflower Syrup 

 

It's stronger and heavier than many cordials, so use just over half of what you would usually 

use, and be sure to give it a stir. 

Elderflowers tend to collect their fair share of creepy crawleys. Some recipes will advise you 

to wash the blossoms before use, but this will cause the flowers to lose a lot of their flavour. 

Instead, place the heads upside down on kitchen roll for at least an hour before you intend to 

use them.  

 

Recipe – makes roughly 700ml 

10 – 15 heads of elderflower (depending on their size – I used 14 mixed size heads for this 

recipe) 

2 lemons, zest and juice 

500ml water 

600g granulated sugar 

1 tbsp citric acid 

 



Method: 

Place the water, sugar and citric acid into a saucepan and bring to a boil, being sure to stir 

as the sugar dissolves. Allow the mixture to boil for a minute, then remove from the heat and 

allow to cool to room temperature. 

While the sugar syrup is cooling, snip the small flowers from the elderflowers into a bowl or a 

jug. You will need to pour this mixture later, so a measuring jug is handy. Add the zest and 

juice from your lemons. Once the syrup has cooled, pour it over the flowers and give 

everything a gentle stir. 

This will now need to be covered and left in a cool dark place for 48 – 72 hours. Give it a stir 

each day. When ready, strain into a sterile bottle. The citric acid and the sheer amount of 

sugar mean that there is no reason why this can't be kept in the fridge for up to a year. 

However, as this is the first time I've made this, I can't swear to it. As such, please try and 

use this all up within three months! 

Also, for full disclosure,  should mention that I used a 500ml bottle to store mine – the extra 

syrup was strained into a clean jam jar and is happily being spooned into or onto everything  

make. 

  

 


